
Gentoo Proctors - Proposal

Applicability:

● What medium/channels?

○ The proctors have jurisdiction over all public official gentoo 

communication mediums (that list needs to be compiled). Proctors will 

follow the communication mediums, but anyone can request the team 

to check an incident.

○ The proctors act directly over the mailing lists, bugzilla, #gentoo-dev 

and #gentoo-dev-help. The proctors members also act directly on the 

forums and #gentoo if they're part of those teams or request to the 

teams to act in their behalf. Actions on other #gentoo channels will be 

requested to the channel ops.

○ Although the CoC will be enforced everywhere, borderline comments 

and issues will be given greater latitude in #gentoo-chat and the OTW 

forum – personal attacks won't be tolerated.

Enforcement:

● What powers?

○ The operative word must be prevention. Proctors should strive to 

control issues before they escalate and to promote civility. It's more 

important to keep/restore civility than to punish.

○ Thus, proctors should start by issuing public warnings on threads / 

comments that are derailing asking everyone to remain civil and to 

either move along or reply respectfully.

○ At the same time, if needed, a proctor should send a private warning 

through email, pm or /query to offenders.

○ On more serious or repeated behaviour, proctors can opt to moderate 

posts by users / or to threads on the mailing lists.

○ On IRC channels, proctors can silence offenders with +q || /mode -1 

(?) for a quick cool-off period.



○ On the forums, proctors can choose to watch posts by users.

○ If the above procedures are ineffective and in the presence of serious 

and or repeated offence, the proctors can impose bans. Those bans 

start with limiting the ability to post / add comments. The duration of 

the bans start at 1 week, increase to 2 weeks, move to 1 month and 

will at the extreme and unavoidable limit become permanent. In all 

mediums that don't allow otherwise, those bans will also limit the 

ability to read / join the medium – IRC(?).

○ All warnings and activation of the “watch user posts” are to be done at 

the discretion of each proctor. The moderation and silencing should be 

decided by 2 or more proctors – but in more serious incidents if that 

is not possible, a single proctor can enforce them. In any case, the 

moderation of posts will be done by a single proctor – who may or not 

choose to consult other members. All bans are to be decided by at 

least 2 or 3 members and in the case of the permanent bans by all 

members of the team – the proctors may choose to hear other parties 

such as the ombudsman, devrel or the council.

○ Any action by a single proctor or a subset of the proctors team will be 

reported to the proctors@gentoo.org alias and can be appealed to the 

full team. Appeals from the full team must be directed to the council. 

Reports of the public actions performed by the proctors team will be 

announced on the gentoo-proctors mailing list. Preferably, such 

actions will not be reported on the threads / discussions that lead to 

the action to prevent further issues – whenever it's deemed necessary 

or appropriate, that announcement will also be made there.

○ The proctors team will escalate responses by taking into account the 

seriousness of the offence, the number of incidents and their time 

distribution. The purpose is to ensure that serious, repeated and short 

bursts are dealt more swiftly than lighter, sporadic and sparser 

incidents. (Anyone wants to present hard rules?) Bans can extend to 

other mediums, in particular when escalating or when the offender 

also misbehaves there (I don't like the idea of silencing someone 

everywhere – unless the offences take place everywhere).



● What audience?

○ The proctors team will evaluate CoC breaches whether they involve a 

developer or an user and will apply the same criteria for judgement to 

everyone.

○ All remedies up to a ban will be applied equally by proctors to users 

and developers. The application of bans to developers should be done 

after consulting devrel. In the case of bans from bugzilla and from the 

herd / team irc channels and mailing lists, devrel will have overriding 

decision.

○ Any changes to a developer account on bugzilla will be performed 

through the devrel team. Any removal of irc ops power, to fulfil a 

silencing or ban decision, will be requested to the channel's ops or 

devrel – and devrel will be notified. The proctors team won't be given 

ops power over any #gentoo channel (with the possible exception of 

#gentoo-dev and #gentoo-dev-help?)

○ Finally, no permanent bans can be applied to developers (should 

extended bans be applied?). In case of continuous bad behaviour by a 

developer, the proctors team will request devrel to re-evaluate the 

developer status. The team may also, at its discretion, inform the 

ombudsman and devrel of incidents the team thinks might escalate, 

or that demonstrate inappropriate behaviour by a developer, such as 

personal attacks or having created or promoting tensions on the 

community.

Authority:

● What proctors?

○ The first 3 proctors were selected by the council and the remaining 

ones were selected by the current lead and approved by the team 

(and council?).

○ The future of the proctors team has to be decided by the council in a 

future meeting. As such, the following is a list of recommendations 



and a few alternatives to the constitution of the proctors team.

General requirements:

○ As a minimum requirement to become a member of the proctors, 

mostly because of the access to sensitive infrastructure, a developer 

must be a Gentoo staff for at least 6 months.

○ The member must also be impartial and must be a respected member 

of the Gentoo community.

○ As the council acts as the appealing body for the proctors, no council 

member can be a proctor.

Alternative 1:

○ The lead of the proctors team is appointed by the council on the first 

meeting after their election. The council can select any official 

developer. The ex/current-lead and the remaining members continue 

in the team.

○ The proctors can choose / invite any developer to the team. The team 

lead will have veto over any proposed member.

○ In the extreme case the council believes the proctors team is not 

performing its role and is having a serious impact on Gentoo, the 

council can remove all members from the team and appoint a new 

team. This process would require a majority vote by the council and a 

preceding discussion in the -dev mailing list.

Alternative 2 (preferred solution):

○ The lead of the proctors team is elected by the members of the team, 

and takes office unless the council objects to the selection. In that 

case, a new election takes place.

○ The proctors can choose / invite any developer to the team. The team 

lead and the council will have veto over any proposed member.

○ The council can at any time ask for the removal of any member of the 

team if they deem the developer does not conform to the minimum 

requirements to be a proctor or the replacement of the lead – that 



would require a majority vote by the council, without previous 

discussion on the -dev mailing list.

Alternative 3:

○ The lead of the proctors team would be elected by the general dev 

community at the same time of the council and would have an equal 

term duration.

○ The proctors can choose / invite any developer to the team. The team 

lead will have veto over any proposed member.

○ The team lead can at any time ask for the removal of any member of 

the team if he/she deems the developer does not conform to the 

minimum requirements to be a proctor – unless the council objects.

Alternative 4:

○ The lead of the proctors team is appointed by the council on the first 

meeting after the proctors election. The council will select one of the 

current members as the lead.

○ The proctors are elected for a 1(2) year(s) term. That election should 

be done on a 50/50 basis to ensure the team has always a minimum 

experience with the tools at its disposal.

○ In the extreme case the council believes the proctors team is not 

performing its role and is having a serious impact on Gentoo, the 

council will have to request a new general election for the proctors 

team.

● Relation to other teams:

○ The proctor team needs to work with other teams, including forum 

moderators, gentoo-ops, devrel and infra. It would be very helpful if 

the team included liaisons for those teams – in the least for forums 

and gentoo-ops.

○ The liaisons would promote communication between the different 

teams and prevent clashes. 

○ Proctors should ask existing channel moderators to apply any actions 



that have been decided or to apply them when part of the teams. The 

teams must be informed always by sending a mail to the team, for 

example forum-mods@ or ops@, and by pinging the team on IRC, 

#gentoo-forums and #gentoo-ops.

○ Proctors should never apply any measure that goes against the 

opinion / desire of the channel moderators. If it's not possible to reach 

and agreement with the medium / channel moderation team, the 

issue should be escalated to (?). In case of conflicts, they should be 

resolved by (?).


